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Abstract

Topological simplification is effective for analysis and visualisation of scalar data. However, topological simplifi-

cation of multivariate data is less well developed. We describe multi-field topology simplification strategy based on

the Reeb Space. We generalise critical nodes in the Reeb Graph to the Jacobi Structure of the Reeb Space that di-

vides it into regions. The dual graph for these regions, the Reeb Skeleton, has properties similar to the Reeb graph,

and can be simplified using importance measures based on generalising persistence to Measure Persistence.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and

Techniques—Graphics data structures and data types

1. Context

Scientific data is complex in nature and difficult to vi-

sualise. Topological tools have therefore become impor-

tant in scientific visualisation, especially for scalar fields

[CSvdP10, TP12]. Multivariate topology has been based on

Jacobi sets - a generalisation of critical points to multi-

fields [EH04, BBD∗07]. Although the Reeb graph has been

generalised to the Reeb space [EHP08], tools for simplifi-

cation have only recently become feasible using a quantised

approximation called the Joint Contour Net (JCN) [CD13].

We report on recent results in multivariate simplification.

Fiber Analysis and Jacobi Sets. Where scalar analysis de-

pends on Morse theory, multivariate analysis depends on

fiber topology. A fiber or a level set of a multi-field is the

inverse image of a range value. Fibers at which topological

events occur are called singular fibers, while other fibers are

called regular fibers. The Jacobi Set of a multi-field is the set

of critical points in the the domain [EH04].

Reeb Space and JCN. As the Reeb graph of a scalar field,

the Reeb Space captures the fiber topology of a multi-field.

Each connected component of a fiber is called a joint con-

tour and corresponds to a point in the Reeb space [EHP08].

Generically, for a multi-field f : Rd
→ R

r, with r ≤ d, the

Reeb space consists of a collection of r-manifolds glued

together in complicated ways. The JCN is a multireso-

lution data-structure that approximates the Reeb space of

a piecewise-linear multi-field [CD13]. We implement our

Reeb space simplification strategy in the JCN framework.

2. Our Method

Our Reeb space simplification method is based on reduc-

ing the Reeb space into a graph skeleton and then applying

a similar set of strategies as in contour tree or Reeb graph

simplification. We outline the main steps of our method.

A. Extracting Jacobi Structures in Reeb Spaces. Each

point in a Jacobi Set maps a singular fiber to the Reeb Space,

not necessarily uniquely. Instead, the Reeb Space is parti-

tioned by the projection of the Jacobi Set, i.e. the Jacobi

Structure [CCDG14]. As a result, the Jacobi Structure is

equivalent to the critical nodes in a Reeb Graph, and cap-

tures the relationships between features (i.e. regions). We

extract the Jacobi Structure of a given JCN by building a

Multi-Dimensional Reeb Graph (MDRG) [CCDG14].

B. Finding Regular and Singular Components. In scalar

fields, critical points in the Reeb graph correspond to sep-

arating contours in the domain, while edges correspond to

features. In the Reeb space, these boundaries are r− 1 man-

ifolds of the Jacobi structure separating r-manifold features.

Each r-manifold component is called a regular component

and the r− 1 manifold components of the Jacobi structure,

partitioned based on their adjacency with the regular com-

ponents, are called the singular components.

C. Reeb Skeleton. Once the role of the r−1 manifold com-

ponents of the Jacobi structure is recognised, it is possible to

perform a further reduction from the Reeb Space. To do so,

we represent both these r− 1 manifold components and the
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Figure 1: (Simplification Demo) (a) Original JCN/Reeb

Space of bivariate field (Parab, Height) (b) Jacobi Struc-

ture, (c) Regular components (d) Reeb Skeleton (‘blue’ cor-

responds to regular components and ‘red’ corresponds to ad-

jacent singular components) (e) Simplified JCN (f)-(g) Sim-

plified Reeb Skeleton using persistent metric.

r manifold regular components as points, and add edges rep-

resenting their connectivity: in short, we can build the dual

graph of these components of the Reeb space. This has the

merit of further reducing the Reeb space from an r- manifold

structure to a fundamentally 1-manifold structure which is

easier to represent, to reason about and to visualise. We re-

fer to this as the Reeb Skeleton.

D. Simplification Metrics–Measure Persistence. In simpli-

fying the contour tree, Reeb Graph and Morse-Smale Com-

plex, simplification can be defined by cancelling pairs of crit-

ical points according to an ordering given by a filtration -

i.e. a sequence by which simplices are added to a complex.

In multifields, the persistence of a feature gives rise to tu-

ples rather than a single value [CZ09], which does not nat-

urally give rise to a total ordering of the features. We define

the measure persistence of a regular component in the Reeb

space to be the geometric measure of its projection into the

range of f which induces a canonical ordering that is invari-

ant under linear range transformations.

Geometric Measures. We also compute other geomet-

ric measures of the regular components, either in the do-

main, in the range, or in some combination of the two, us-

ing geometric measure theory, similar as with the contour

tree [CSvdP10].

3. Results

The main results of this paper are as follows: (1) Introduces

the Jacobi Structure in the Reeb Space that decomposes the

Reeb Space into manifold components equivalent to edges

and vertices in the Reeb Graph, (2) Generalises scalar per-

sistence to measure persistence, inducing a total ordering of

regular components of the Reeb Space, (3) Describes an al-

gorithm that extracts the Jacobi Structure of a Joint Contour

Net hierarchically using a Multi-dimensional Reeb Graph,

then reduces it further to a Reeb Skeleton, and (4) Simpli-

fies the Reeb Space and Reeb Skeleton using approximated

measure persistence and geometric measures.

4. Novelty

In this paper, we have shown that the Reeb space can be

decomposed and simplified by simple rules that generalise

approaches that are effective for scalar fields, and that the

Jacobi Structure that characterises the Reeb space is richer

than the Jacobi Set. We have also shown that persistence can

be generalised to measure persistence, providing a rigorous

foundation for simplification.
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